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Solar turbulence in earth’s global and regional temperature anomalies
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This paper presents a study of the influence of solar activity on the earth’s temperature. In particular, we
focus on the repercussion of the fluctuations of the solar irradiance on the temperature of the Northern and
Southern hemispheres as well as on land and ocean regions. While solar irradiance data are not directly
analyzed, we make use of a published solar irradiance reconstruction for long-time-scale fluctuations, and for
short-time-scale fluctuations we hypothesize that solar irradiance and solar flare intermittency are coupled in
such a way that the solar flare frequency fluctuations are stochastically equivalent to those of the solar
irradiance. The analysis is based upon wavelet multiresolution techniques and scaling analysis methods for
processing time series. The limitations of the correlation analysis applied to the short-time-scale fluctuations
are discussed. The scaling analysis uses both the standard deviation and the entropy of the diffusion generated
by the temperature signals. The joint use of these two scaling methods yields evidence of a Le´vy component
in the temporal persistence of the temperature fluctuations within the temporal range from a few weeks to a few
years. This apparent Le´vy persistence of the temperature fluctuations is found, by using an appropriate model,
to be equivalent to the Le´vy scaling of the solar flare intermittency. The mean monthly temperature data sets
cover the period from 1856 to 2002.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A dominant characteristic of meteorological data is e
treme variability. The same is true of average global qua
ties such as temperature. Monin@1# discussed this broadban
response that makes the predictability of weather patte
from deterministic primitive equations so uncertain. T
physics of weather is described by the coupling of nonlin
hydrodynamic equations of the oceans and atmosphere t
nonequilibrium thermodynamic equations for energy, m
density, and heat transport, together with the appropr
boundary conditions and initial values for the field variabl
Finally, there is the external driving of these processes by
total solar irradiance~TSI!. Even the simplest model of thes
nonlinear processes was shown by Lorenz@2# to have non-
periodic, that is, chaotic, solutions. Herein we are not int
ested in the weather, except insofar as short-time meas
ments of meteorological variables can provide a data b
from which to determine longer-time effects, such as
variability in climate.

Weather is made up of the local, short-time, variations
wind, temperature, and precipitation patterns. Climate, on
other hand, consists of large-scale, long-time, variations
these same meteorological patterns. Therefore, it shoul
possible, in principle, to average the equations of motion
weather, across sufficiently large space and time scale
obtain the equations of motion for climate. Lindenberg a
West @3#, using such a coarse-graining procedure, provid
the first systematic derivation of stochastic mode rate eq
tions for a geophysical hydrodynamic system, starting fr
the deterministic primitive equations. Based on these e
1063-651X/2004/69~2!/026303~13!/$22.50 69 0263
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results, we anticipate that the theoretical dynamical eq
tions for climate are stochastic, nonlinear, and cont
memory effects. However, we do not undertake the daun
task of deriving these equations here, but rather we exam
coarse-grained data sets of global temperature and from t
analyses deduce these same characteristics of climate v
tion.

It might appear from the above considerations that
least dynamic of the factors influencing weather and clim
is the irradiance from the sun, but nothing could be farth
from the truth. The historical recognition that the sun war
the earth has suggested a direct connection between g
temperature and solar activity. However, it is also known t
the earth’s temperature is characterized by many factors
fecting one another as heat is transferred across diffe
regions of the earth@4#. It was established in the first quarte
of the last century by Sir Gilbert Walker@5# that the world’s
weather is strongly influenced by the variability of the so
activity. For example, Sir Gilbert determined that solar act
ity affects large-scale pressure differences on the earth’s
face and thereby modifies patterns of rainfall. It was est
lished about the same time, circa 1926@6#, that global
rainfall maxima coincide with maxima of sunspot activit
Brooks@6# also gave the variations in solar activity based
sunspot number historical records as one of the major ca
of climate change on the time scale of a few hundred ye

Today, global climate change is analyzed with tools d
veloped within the science of complexity, for example, t
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy is used as a quantitative meas
of uncertainty in nonlinear dynamical systems with chao
solutions@7,8#. We apply some of these nonlinear techniqu
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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herein to establish that, because the radiation from the
warms the earth, any observable changes in the intensit
TSI induce changes in the earth’s global temperature.
support this hypothesis by analyzing both long- and sh
time-scale affinity between solar activity and temperat
fluctuations.

Long-time-scale affinity is measured via a correlati
wavelet multiresolution analysis. In particular, the rise in t
average temperature of the earth over the past centur
found to track the increases in solar activity estimated wit
TSI reconstruction by Leanet al. @9# based on sunspot num
ber historical records over the same time period, in a sta
tically significant way. Short-time-scale affinity, which is n
detected by the cross-correlation analysis, is ascertaine
studying the statistics of solar flare activity which has a n
Gaussian, that is, Le´vy nature that is found to be equivale
to the statistics of the variations in the global temperat
over the past 140 years. We emphasize that the literatur
the influence of solar activity on the earth’s climate for t
long time scale is very large~see, for example, some rece
articles@10,11#! but for the short time scale such evidence
not as direct.

The complexity of hydrodynamic turbulence in the eart
oceans and atmosphere is exceeded only by the hydrom
netic turbulence at the surface of the sun. The nonlinear
namics of the sun’s plasma may well account for the fact t
science is unable to predict the number of sunspots and
occurrence of solar flares as a function of time even tho
these are the most evident manifestation of the solar c
@12#. The 11-year pseudoperiodic solar cycle, which is n
called the Schwabe cycle, is the variation in the numbe
sunspots over time, and it consists of a pseudoperiodic
cess with a period of between 9 and 13 years, and str
erratic fluctuations@11,13,14#. The apparently surprising
finding that TSI is stronger at sunspot number maxima
explained by the contemporary growth of solar activ
which increases the radiation from bright faculae and pla
that appear on the solar surface associated with solar a
regions. This increase in radiation outweighs the dimm
produced by sunspots.

A number of nonlinear models for this process have b
proposed, including limit cycles, chaotic maps, and stoch
tic turbulent processes. The latter two approaches give s
tions in agreement with the observation that the asympt
waiting time distribution of solar flares is well fitted by eith
an inverse power-law distribution@15–17# or a Lévy distri-
bution @18#. Note that because the Le´vy distribution has an
asymptotic inverse power-law behavior, as will be explain
in Sec. IV, the two distributions yield equivalent stochas
properties.

The frequency variability of solar flares is significant f
our study because herein we hypothesize that solar flare
quency is higher in concomitance with an increased TSI. T
sun’s irradiance varies from day to day mainly in response
the changing projected area and evolution of dark suns
and very bright faculae@13# that appear and disappear, gi
ing rise to a TSI intermittentlike behavior. An unusual
bright flare can temporarily increase the TSI by about
@13# but, in general, solar flares last on average only fo
02630
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few minutes@13#. Therefore, only a small fraction of TSI i
associated with solar flares. However, the concomitant p
ence of the 11-year solar pseudoperiodic cycles in both
and solar flare frequency makes it reasonable to suppose
during periods of higher solar activity, when the solar act
regions are slightly hotter and/or larger and more numero
the increased solar activity also induces an increase of
solar flare frequency as a kind of by-product, at least in
stochastic sense. Therefore, even if solar flares canno
rectly account for the irradiance increase over the solar cy
we suppose that the time evolution of their occurrence c
tains significant stochastic information about solar dynam
That is, we hypothesize that solar flare intermittency
coupled to and, therefore,mimicsthe solar surface intermit
tency.

So we suppose that the TSI fluctuations present temp
intermittent patterns that are stochastically in accorda
with the solar flare intermittency: the greater the frequen
of solar flares, the more intense is the total solar activity a
therefore, the sun’s irradiance on the earth. This variation
solar activity induces similar 11- and 22-year pseudoperio
cycles in the earth’s average temperature, as well as tre
that move the average temperature up or down for tens
even hundreds of years@10,11,13#. The coupling to short-
term ~monthly! changes in the global temperature is less e
dent than those that track the long-term solar cycles, si
one would anticipate that these short-time temperature fl
tuations should inherit the same intermittent dynamics of
lar activity. Traditional measures, such as cross-correla
functions, would not show the connection between sho
time fluctuations of the global temperature and solar fl
activity, because of strong nonlinear hydrodynamic inter
tions across the earth’s surface. For example, the hydro
namic interaction of the atmosphere over land and wa
would suppress any direct correlation between the interm
tent irradiance of the sun and the earth’s short-time respo

We do not have a system of primitive equations to d
scribe the dynamics of the coupled earth-sun system, so
must extract as much information as possible from data.
use five mean monthly temperature data sets~global, North,
South, over land, and over ocean regions! that cover the pe-
riod from 1856 to 2002. However, we do not analyze the
data sets blindly, but are guided by the nonlinear dynam
that would be produced by the observed intermittency i
time of solar flare activity.

The basic idea is that the fluctuations of the TSI, suppo
coupled to the solar flare intermittency, induce a scaling
havior in the global temperature fluctuations. Said diff
ently, we expect temporal persistence in the alternate in
vals of higher and lower global temperatures with an inve
power-law waiting time distribution, because of the inver
power-law character of the solar flare intermittency. Cons
ering a solar flare as an event, the time series for the num
of solar flares has been interpreted as a waiting time inte
between events. The solar flare waiting time distributi
function is determined to be an inverse power-law proba
ity density function@15–17#. Such dynamical stochastic pro
cesses can be described by generalizations of random w
A Lévy flight, for example, is such a process with a divergi
3-2
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second moment. ALévy walk, on the other hand, visits th
same spatial sites as does a Le´vy flight, but each step takes
finite time and the second moment is finite. The time nec
sary to complete a step in a Le´vy walk is specified by an
inverse power-law waiting time distribution, as first di
cussed by Shlesingeret al. @19,20#. It has been determine
@15# that a Lévy walk can describe the intermittent solar fla
signal. Scafetta and Grignoli@21# established that, in genera
the presence of a Le´vy-walk process in a given time serie
can be determined by the joint use of two separate sca
processing techniques, the diffusion entropy analysis~DEA!
and the standard deviation analysis~SDA!. We apply the
same approach to the analysis of temperature data sets
compare the results with the Le´vy-walk statistics induced by
solar flare intermittency.

The DEA was developed as an efficient way to det
scaling and memory in time series for variables in comp
systems. This procedure has been successfully applied t
ciological @22#, astrophysical@15#, and biological@23# time
series. Moreover, the joint use of the DEA and SDA h
shown the Le´vy-like nature of the long-range persistence
the purine and pyrimidine bases in DNA sequences@24–26#.
The joint use of DEA and SDA will establish that the Le´vy-
walk statistical properties of solar flares are manifest in
earth’s global temperature fluctuations.

We note that there are two separate scaling exponen
interest to us in this case. The first has to do with the pr
ability density functionp(x,t), wherex is the variable of
interest andt is the time. The first scaling property has th
form

p~x,t !5
1

td
FS x

tdD , ~1!

where d is the first scaling exponent. The second scal
index is associated with the standard deviation of the proc
of interest and is given by

A^~x2 x̄!2;t&}tH, ~2!

whereH is the Hurst exponent. As is explained in detail
Ref. @21# and briefly summarized in Sec. IV, these two e
ponents can be obtained using the DEA and SDA meth
independently. It has been shown@21# that if a time series is
characterized by Gaussian statistics, the two scaling ex
nents are identical, that is,d5H. If, instead, the proces
under study is characterized by Le´vy-walk statistics, the two
scaling exponentsd andH can be related by

d5
1

322H
5

1

a
, ~3!

wherea is the Lévy exponent defined in Eq.~12! in Sec. IV.
We refer to Eq.~3! as the Le´vy-walk diffusion relation. The
assessment of this property, that is, the comparison betw
the values of the exponentsd andH measured for the earth’
temperature and their relation to the scaling exponents m
sured for the hard x-ray solar flare waiting time series,
used in this paper to prove the conjecture that the ear
02630
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global temperature inherits the intermittent, Le´vy-like nature
of solar flares within the temporal range from a few weeks
a few years.

The long-term cross-correlation analysis between
earth regions~North-South and land-ocean! and the TSI is
based upon a multiresolution analysis via the maximal ov
lap discrete wavelet transform~MODWT! @27#. The
MODWT decomposes a data set into smooth, detailed,
residual components associated with particular temp
scales. This analysis establishes that the solar cycles
long-period trends have significant influence on the ear
temperature, with differences among the four earth regio
These differences are traced back to the different respo
of these separate regions to the solar activity. This anal
also shows that the traditional method of correlation analy
@10#, even as adapted herein to the multiresolution wave
analysis, may suffer from significant limitations.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, w
illustrate the time series under study and highlight their m
properties. Section III is devoted to the wavelet multireso
tion analysis of the time series and to the study of the co
lations between global North-South hemisphere and la
ocean region temperature anomalies on a hierarchy
temporal scale. We also study the correlation between th
temperature data sets and the TSI reconstruction during
same periods. Section IV shows the implementation of
DEA and SDA on the data and presents an interpretation
the results in light of the determined stochastic properties
the solar flare activity. A computer-based model is presen
to simulate the response of the earth to the solar flare in
mittency. Finally, in Sec. V we compare and contrast t
results obtained using the various methods.

II. EARTH TEMPERATURE ANOMALIES

The termtemperature anomaliesis a technical definition
adopted in the current literature on earth’s weather and
mate processes to denote the departure of air and sea
perature from the 1961–1990 mean temperature value.
data analyzed are updated continuously by institutions s
as the Climate Research Unit@28# and the Hadley Center fo
Climate Prediction and Research, Meteorological Offi
@29#. The earliest attempt at collecting these data was don
1986@30# and has culminated in what is recognized as one
the most accurate data files for global air temperature
global sea-surface temperature~SST! @31#.

The basic data set of global earth temperature anoma
~HADCRUT! is a combination of land-air temperature anom
lies @32# ~CRUTEM1! and sea-surface temperature anoma
@33# on a 5°35° grid-box basis. The merging of the two da
sets was discussed by Parkeret al. @33# and more recently by
Joneset al. @34#. The land surface time series are calculat
using data from the Global Historical Climatology Netwo
~Version 2! and sea-surface temperature anomalies from
United KingdomMOHSST data set and the NCEP optimum
interpolated SSTs~Version 2!. The data set has been exte
sively used in the various Intergovernmental Panel on C
mate Change~IPCC! reports~see, e.g., Nichollset al. @35#!.
An absolute temperature climatology is also available~de-
3-3
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SCAFETTAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 026303 ~2004!
tails in Joneset al. @36#!. The land-air temperature has be
corrected for nonclimatic errors, such as changes in the
cation of the weather stations and changes in instrumenta
@32#. The SST data have been corrected for changes in
strumentation that was used before 1942@33,37–39#. The
data that we actually analyze are mean monthly tempera
anomalies that can be downloaded from the Climatic R
search Unit, U.K.@40# ~Global and North-South tempera
tures, period 1856–2002! and from the National Climatic
Data Center U.S.A.@41# ~land-ocean temperatures, perio
1880–2002!.

Figure 1 shows the five temperature anomaly data s
from which the similarity in the curves is evident. Th
smooth lines are the wavelet multiresolutionS6 smooth
curve of the signal~see Sec. III for a detailed explanatio
about the multiresolution analysis!. TheS6 smooth curve is a
convenient way to establish a certain kind of mean value
center the temperature fluctuations. In fact, theS6 smooth
curve is obtained by a wavelet average of the data ove
time scale of 2t526564 months. From 1860 to 1915 th
average global earth temperature is almost constant, wi
change of only 0.2 °C. From 1915 to 1945 the temperat
increased by 0.6 °C. From 1945 to 1980 the average t
perature remained approximately constant again. Fina
from 1980 to the present time there is a further increase
the average temperature of almost 0.4 °C. It is interestin
observe that the Northern hemisphere and the land temp
ture data sets appear more noisy than the Southern h
sphere and ocean temperature data sets, respectively.
phenomenon is probably due to the fact that the North
hemisphere contains most of the earth’s land, while
Southern hemisphere contains most of the earth’s ocean
fact, the high heat capacity of water reduces the tempera
fluctuations of the oceans. We expect that the climate o
land will be more random than that over the ocean, beca
in contrast to the relative homogeneity of the ocean’s s
face, the land presents deserts, forests, valleys, and m
tains, making its temperature less correlated than that of
nearly homogeneous ocean. The data also show that du
the period 1980–2002, the temperature over the land
creased by an average of almost 0.6 °C, while the temp

FIG. 1. Global and local earth temperature anomalies in deg
Celsius~years 1856–2002!. The smooth lines are the wavelet mu
tiresolution smooth curvesS6 .
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ture over the ocean increased by only 0.3 °C. This effec
probably related to the higher effective heat capacity of w
ter compared with that of land, but a small contribution
this land warming from human technology cannot be e
cluded.

Figure 2 shows the spectral densities of the five tempe
ture anomalies as a function of time period, expressed
years. The power spectrum is estimated by the maxim
entropy method~MEM! @42,43# with 500 poles. We adop
the MEM because it is more accurate than the~fast! Fourier
transform method or than the Lomb normalized periodogr
@42,43# in estimating the power spectrum of evening samp
data. In fact the adoption of poles can provide an accu
representation for underlying power spectra that have sh
discrete lines; see Refs.@42,43# for details. Because the
power spectra of all temperature data sets were estim
with the same method and the values on they axis are plotted
with the same units, we suggest that the significance of
peaks can be evaluated by comparing their relative am
tudes. The dominant periodicities involve time periods
months long~related to the yearly cycle of the earth orbitin
the sun!, ;10 years long, and 21–22 years long, and seve
harmonics or pseudoperiodicities. The main cycles are
established solar cycles, with the Schwabe pseudoperi
cycle being the most widely known; the~21–22!-year cycle,
known as the Hale cycle, is believed to be due to a mag
tohydrodynamic dynamo action that periodically regenera
the solar magnetic field@11,13,14,44#.

Again, we notice a similarity between the Northern hem
sphere and land regions and the Southern hemisphere
ocean regions. It is also interesting to observe that the an
periodicity is very prominent for the Northern hemisphe
which contains most of the land, and is very weak for t
ocean region. Here again the explanation may be the h
effective heat capacity of the water associated with the g
bal ocean circulation that moves water between the North
and Southern hemispheres. For example, two well kno
phenomena associated with the interaction between the
mosphere and ocean circulation are the El Nin˜o Southern
Oscillation and the North Atlantic Oscillation@4#. The power
spectra for all temperature data sets show several peaks
periods between two and seven years and also a peak

es FIG. 2. Global and local earth temperature anomaly spec
density analysis against the period; mean of maximum entr
spectral estimation with 500 poles, arbitrary units.
3-4
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years for the Southern hemisphere and ocean. All these p
can probably be associated with circulation phenomena
because they seem to affect the earth regions differently,
a contribution due to some minor solar cycles cannot
excluded@14#. Note that the periods of about 10 and 21–
years are supposed to depend on the Schawbe and Hale
cycles. Their statistical significance is made clear by
power spectrum concerning the global temperature, wh
the amplitudes of the corresponding peaks are higher
those of all the other peaks. Such behavior is less manife
the spectra of all local temperature sequences. A valid rea
may be that the amplitudes of the annual cycle and of
several pseudocycles associated with the thermodynami
teractions between the atmosphere and ocean are, in
compatible with or sometimes higher than those induced
the two main solar cycles.

To emphasize the relation between the earth’s tempera
and solar activity, in Fig. 3 we display the global temperat
anomalies against the mean annual reconstruction of the
based on the number of sunspots during the period 18
2000@9#. A recent study of the spectrum of the sunspot nu
ber sequence using the continuous wavelet transform ca
found in Ref.@14#. The TSI reconstruction shown in Fig.
describes the radiant energy emitted by the sun over
wavelengths that falls per second on 1m2 outside the earth’s
atmosphere normalized to the mean earth-sun distanc~1
AU! @45#. The figure, where the presence of the Schaw
cycle is evident, shows also a definite tendency for the s
activity to increase, especially during the time period 1910
1950, although to a smaller extent this increase is also
served in the period from 1980 to 2000~see Ref.@58#!. It is
plausible, as the figure shows, that this increasing solar
tivity has contributed to the increase in the earth’s glo
temperature taking place in the same time periods.

III. WAVELET MULTIRESOLUTION ANALYSIS

The broad spectrum of variation in the global temperat
time series suggests that we analyze these data using wa

FIG. 3. Global temperature anomalies against annual rec
struction of TSI based on the sunspot number. The figure cle
shows the Schwabe or 11-year solar pseudocycles. TSI slightly
creases during the period 1910–2000.
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transforms. Wavelet transform@27,46# analysis makes use o
functions, the wavelets, which are localized in both time a
frequency. There exist continuous and discrete versions
the wavelet transform. We make use of wavelet multireso
tion analysis~WMA ! via the MODWT@27#. It is possible to
prove@27# that, given an integerJ0 such that 2J0,N, where
N is the number of data points, the original time series r
resented by the vectorX can be decomposed as follows:

X5SJ0
1(

j 51

J0

D j , ~4!

Sj 215Sj1D j . ~5!

TheD j detail represents changes on a scale oft52 j , that is,
it captures all fluctuations with a period between 2j and 2j 11

time units, while theSJ0
smooth curve represents averag

on a scale oft52J0. The scaling coefficientt characterizes
the width of a wavelet. We define the waveletresidualsas

RJ0
5X2SJ0

5(
j 51

J0

D j . ~6!

It is then evident that we can interpret the residuals as fl
tuations about the local mean value evaluated on the t
scalet52J0.

Figure 4 shows the WMA, withJ056, of the global earth
temperature anomalies during the period 1856–2002. N
that the integers here correspond to months. The analys
done by using the 8-tap Daubechiesleast asymmetricscaling
and wavelet filter@27#. According to Eq.~4! the sum of all
curves of Fig. 4 gives the original data set. TheS6 smooth
curve gives an excellent mean trend of the data. We obs
that theD6 detail contains most of the~9–13!-year cycle and
the D3 detail contains most of the one-year cycle.

Figure 5 shows the WMA, withJ056, of the other four
temperature data sets. We observe that theD1 , D2 , andD3
fluctuations for the four data sets are significantly differe
from one another. More specifically, the temperature fluct
tions in the Northern hemisphere and over the land appea
be larger than those over the ocean and in the Southern h

n-
ly
n-

FIG. 4. WMA, with J056, of the global earth temperatur
anomalies during the period 1856–2002.
3-5
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sphere. On the other hand, theD5 andD6 detail curves have
almost the same amplitudes for the four data sets and
somewhat similar. This analysis suggests that the fluctuat
with a temporal scalet.25532 months express global tem
perature properties, while the fluctuations at a temporal s
t,25532 months are more influenced by local temperat
properties.

Multiresolution correlation analysis

Multiresolution correlation analysis via wavelets@47#
evaluates the correlation between pairs of partners~smooth,
residual, or detail curves! obtained via the WMA. For any
given pair of data sets (xi , yi), i 51, . . . ,N, the linear cor-
relation coefficientr is given by the formula

r 5

(
i

~xi2 x̄!~yi2 ȳ!

A(
i

~xi2 x̄!2A(
i

~yi2 ȳ!2

, ~7!

where, as usual,x̄ is the mean of the former sequence andȳ
is the mean of the latter sequence. The value ofr lies be-
tween21 ~negative correlation! and 1~positive correlation!.
A value of r'0 indicates that the variablesx andy are un-
correlated.

Figure 6 illustrates the correlation coefficientr of smooth
and detail components between Northern and Southern h
spheres and between land and ocean regions shown in F
The figure shows that the small detailsD1 , D2 , and D3 ,
which approximately cover a temporal scale up to one y
are not significantly correlated. TheD3 details between
North and South are even slightly anticorrelated. This a
correlation is a consequence of theD3 detail containing most
of the annual cycle, but the Northern and Southern he
spheres having inverted seasons. TheD5 and D6 details
show a significant correlation with a probability above 99
Therefore, because these details are included in theS4 andS5
smooth curves, respectively, we suggest that theS4 and S5
smooth curves are the best curves to indicate the global

FIG. 5. WMA, with J056, of the four regional earth tempera
ture anomalies.
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relation among the various earth regions. However, we
tice that the smooth curves do not yield a substantial cha
of correlation upon increase of the indexj. We think that the
large correlation values that the smooth curves reachj
.6 do not carry any significantly new information with re
spect to the smaller values of the indexj. For this reason we
focus our attention on the details, which in fact show a mu
larger change in correlation intensity when moving fro
small to large values ofj.

Figure 7 shows a detailed comparison between theS5
smooth curve of the Northern hemisphere and the co
sponding curve of the Southern hemisphere, and betw
theS5 smooth curve of the land and the corresponding cu
of the ocean. TheS5 smooth curves are obtained by usin
S55S61D6 , @see Eq.~5!#, and contain the 11-year pseud
periodic cycles induced by the sun. These curves illustra
behavior similar to the reconstructed TSI shown in Fig. 3.
all five cases and in the specific case of the ocean, we
remarkable correspondence between the maxima of theS5
smooth curve and those of the TSI that characterizes
11-year solar cycle. In particular, note the good corresp
dence of the maxima of the four last cycles which occur
approximately in 1959, 1970, 1981, and 1991. This figu
also shows a good correspondence with the irradiance cu

FIG. 6. Correlation coefficientr of smooth and detail compo
nents between Northern and Southern hemispheres and bet
land and ocean regions.

FIG. 7. Comparison ofS5 smooth curves regarding the North
South hemispheres and land-ocean regions.
3-6
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of Fig. 3. In both cases we find that in the period of tim
from 1910 to 1950 and in that from 1980 to 2000 the so
cycle yields oscillations about a mean temperature value
nificantly increasing with increasing time. In Table I we r
port the coefficient of correlation between the TSI and
S4–S6 smooth curves of temperature, in several cases.
smooth curves for the ocean temperature are more corre
with the TSI, while the land region is less correlated. Ho
ever, the correlation between TSI and theS4–S6 smooth
curves of all earth regions is always significant: we obt
r'0.8 and the probability that the two data sets are co
lated is above 99%.

Also we observe that the Northern hemisphere is sligh
warmer than the Southern hemisphere. This may be du
the higher effective heat capacity of water, but it may also
due to the small effects of the ellipticity of the earth’s orb
and the inclination of the earth’s axis of rotation. Moreov
because of the hydrodynamic interaction of the atmosph
over land and water, if in a given time region the temperat
over land is greater than that over the ocean, immedia
afterward the opposite effect takes place, and the tempera
over the ocean is greater than that over the land. In fact,
land-oceanS5 smooth curve of Fig. 6 shows that in the tim
regions of persistent temperature increase~1910–1950 and
1980–2000! the temperature over the land is greater. Inste
in the time regions of persistent temperature decrease~1880–
1910 and 1950–1980! the temperature over land is less th
that over the ocean.

IV. SCALING ANALYSIS

In the previous section we studied the correlation amo
the temperature fluctuations of different regions of the ea
and the TSI. In particular, using a standard technique,
obtained a significant correlation between temperature
tails with a time scale larger than a few years, but we did
find any significant correlation (ur u,0.15) within time scales
up to a few months. This lack of short-time correlatio
among different regions of the earth may suggest that
fluctuations in solar activity do not have a significant infl
ence on the earth’s short-time temperature fluctuations. H
ever, this need not be the case. The data illustrated in Fig
and 5 suggest that each region of the earth is subject
different type of random fluctuation. Moreover, Fig. 7 su
gests that similar temperature properties may appear in
ferent regions with a random time shift, this being a reas
able consequence of the hydrodynamic interaction of
atmosphere over land and water, but also that different e
regions respond in different ways to the same solar act
The correlation method could mistake these effects for a l

TABLE I. Correlation coefficientr between the TSI and the
wavelet smooth curves of the temperature data sets.

Global North South Land Ocean

S4 0.76 0.72 0.75 0.69 0.78
S5 0.80 0.77 0.78 0.74 0.82
S6 0.82 0.77 0.80 0.77 0.84
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of correlation at short time scales, as Fig. 6 shows. The
fore, the traditional correlation method of analysis may n
properly reflect the true nature of the phenomenon un
study.

To overcome this limitation, in this section we address
issue of establishing whether the temperature fluctuations
characterized by some type of memory, under the spec
form of scaling properties that survive for at least from o
month to a few years. We investigate whether these sca
properties take the form of fractional Gaussian statistics o
Lévy statistics. The latter statistics, as we mentioned, w
found to properly describe solar flare activity@15#. There-
fore, if the temperature fluctuations were shown, in a c
vincing way, to mirror the Le´vy statistics induced by the
solar flares, that would be strong evidence for the direct c
pling of global temperature and solar activity. In fact, as
pointed out in the Introduction, the solar flare frequency
expected to be a sufficiently good indicator of solar activ

Before illustrating the results supporting our conjectu
we present a short review of the basic issues concerning
problem. We build up an artificial sequence that simula
the occurrence in time of artificial solar flares@15# and evalu-
ate the solar flare frequency sequence, that is, the sequ
of the number of solar flares that occur for a given tim
interval. This sequence provides a model for an artific
monthly mean TSI sequence that is supposed to drive
monthly mean air temperature anomalies. We use this mo
to prove that the joint use of DEA and SDA can detect th
the Lévy scaling coefficient embedded in the solar flare
quence is transmitted to the earth’s temperature sequenc

A. How to reveal Lévy scaling

Scale invariance has been found to hold empirically fo
number of complex systems@48#, and the correct evaluation
of the scaling exponents is of fundamental importance
assessing if universality classes exist@50#. The DEA and
SDA techniques are based on the prescription that the n
bers in a time series$j j% are the fluctuations of a diffusion
trajectory ~see@15,21–25,49,51# for details!. Therefore, ac-
cording to the prescription of Ref.@21#, we shift our attention
from the time series$j j% to the probability distribution func-
tion ~PDF! p(x,t) or the corresponding diffusion proces
Herex denotes the variable collecting the fluctuations and
referred to as the diffusion variable. The scaling prope
takes on the form

p~x,t !5
1

td
FS x

tdD , ~8!

whered is the scaling exponent. The DEA@21# is based on
the evaluation of the Shannon entropyS(t) using the PDF
~8!. If the scaling condition of Eq.~8! holds true, it is easy to
prove that

S~ t !52E p~x,t !ln@p~x,t !#dx5A1d ln~ t !, ~9!

whereA is a constant.
3-7
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There are two main forms of anomalous diffusion. T
first is the generalization of Brownian motion proposed
Mandelbrot @48#, known as fractional Brownian motion
~FBM! and yielding for the diffusion process a standard d
viation ~see the SDA@21#! that scales in time as

D~ t !5A^x2;t&2^x;t&2}tH. ~10!

This kind of anomalous diffusion fits the scaling definition
Eq. ~8! with d5H becauseF(y) is a Gaussian function ofy
@21#.

A second form of anomalous diffusion is obtained by ge
eralizing the central limit theorem~CLT! @52,53#. The pre-
scriptions of the generalized central limit theorem~GCLT!
are as follows. Let us assume that the diffusing variablex is
the sum oft independent random variablesh i , positive or
negative, each of which has a probability distribution, sy
metric aroundh50. Let us assume also that for large valu
of uhu, this distribution is an inverse power law, with inde
m.1. We assign to it the following analytical form:

ch~h!5
1

2
~m21!

Tm21

~T1uhu!m
, ~11!

whereT is a positive constant introduced to avoid short-tim
divergences and to set the normalization condition. Note
2,m,3 ensures that, although the first moment oft5uhu is
finite, the second moment oft is not. This divergence of the
second moment violates the conditions necessary for
CLT. Then, according to the GCLT, fort→`, the diffusion
becomes stable and the Fourier transform ofp(x,t) ap-
proaches the Le´vy form

p̂~k,t !5exp~2bukuat !, ~12!

whereb5T1/(m21) is a generalized diffusion coefficient, de
termined by the strength of the fluctuations, anda5m21.
The stable form of Eq.~12! yields scaling, namely, it fits the
condition of Eq.~8!, and the scaling coefficientd is given by

d5
1

a
5

1

m21
. ~13!

In the recent literature@19,20# frequent use is made of th
Lévy-walk model. The main idea of a Le´vy walk is that the
random walker takes a step in a time proportional tot5uhu,
forward or backward, with the same intensity. We adopt
Lévy-walk model and replace the distribution Eq.~11! with
the corresponding time distribution

c~t!5~m21!
Tm21

~T1t!m
. ~14!

The special form of Le´vy walk we adopt here is that origi
nally proposed in Ref.@49#, which later@15# turned out to be
especially convenient to analyze the solar flare waiting ti
distribution. The solar flare activity consists of impuls
separated by a waiting time interval whose distribution c
be well fitted by Eq.~14!. Thus, it is convenient to force th
02630
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random walker to always step in the same direction and
the same amount any time an event occurs. Therefore,
find it convenient to adopt the same random walk presc
tion that provided an efficient method of analysis of so
flares@15#, since the main purpose of this section is to est
lish that air temperature anomalies inherit the Le´vy statistics
of solar flares.

Thus, we proceed as follows. Given a sequence$t j%, with
j 50,1, . . . , of random time intervals distributed accordin
to Eq. ~14!, we build up a new time series$j i% with the
following prescription. The discrete timei runs from 0 to the
maximum possible value allowed by the data under stu
and ideally to infinity. At the integer timei at which an event
occurs, we setj i51. For integer times at which no even
occurs, we setj i50. It is evident than the times with no
events are much more numerous that the times with an ev
The times with events are given byi 5@( j 51

m t j #, where@a#
denotes the integer part ofa. The times at which no even
occurs fit the condition@( j 51

m t j #, i ,@( j 51
m11t j #. This time

series generates a diffusion process with a scaling given
d51/~m21! for 2,m,3, namely, by Eq.~13!.

This particular approach to Le´vy statistics yields a diffu-
sion process with finite second moments. In fact, by us
this procedure the walks, some of which may have very la
intensities, are turned into the signal time persistence, las
for extended times in the case of exceptionally intense wa
Consequently, as shown in Refs.@54,55#, the asymptotic time
evolution of the second moment has the form of Eq.~10!.
The power indexH can be related to the indexm in such a
way as to be associated withd by means of the Le´vy-walk
diffusion relation~3!, which we rewrite here as

d5
1

322H
5

1

m21
5

1

a
. ~15!

In the Introduction we pointed out that the joint use of t
DEA and SDA independently determinesd andH, and there-
fore provides a compelling method for establishing the Le´vy
nature of the statistical process under study by checking
validity of Eq. ~15!. Here we limit ourselves to pointing ou
that the assessment of this property is used to verify
conjecture that air temperature anomalies inherit the L´vy
nature of solar flares.

B. Artificial sequences as an illustrative example

With the help of the earlier theoretical remarks we c
address the important issue of a stochastic model for air t
perature anomalies@56#. This is done as follows. We firs
create a sequence$j i%, which can be considered as a mod
for solar flares. Then we derive from this sequence a furt
sequence$ f t%, whose values are obtained by recording t
frequency of events of the earlier sequence. We make
assumption that the air temperature fluctuations are pro
tional to the values of this new sequence because the hi
the solar flare frequency the higher the solar activity. W
restate an important aspect discussed in the Introduction.
solar flare intermittency is not the direct cause of the ea
temperature fluctuations, since the radiation energy of
3-8
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SOLAR TURBULENCE IN EARTH’S GLOBAL AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 026303 ~2004!
solar flares is relatively small. Instead, we suppose that
periods of higher solar activity, when the solar active regio
are slightly hotter and/or larger and more numerous, are
characterized by an increased solar flare frequency, at lea
a stochastic sense, because solar flares can be seen as
of by-product of solar activity. In other words, we hypot
esize that all solar phenomena are coupled in such a way
it is sufficient to study the dynamical evolution of one of t
solar phenomena, in this case the solar flare waiting t
series, to have a reliable stochastic representation of the
lution of the entire solar activity and, therefore, of the T
that ultimately heats the earth and drives its temperat
Thus, we suppose that the artificial solar flare frequency
ries$ f t% is virtually the model for the air temperature anom
lies.

Let us see how this is done in practice. First, we gene
a sequencet j of positive numbers distributed according to
Lévy distribution with a51.5 andb520 that produces dif-
fusion effects equivalent to those of the inverse power dis
bution Eq.~14! with m5a1152.5 andT5ba590. Then we
build a sequence of 510 000 data points$j i% according to the
earlier rule, that is,j i50 almost always except at the occu
rence of the event whenj i51. This is our model to simulate
the occurrence of solar flares. The numbersi 51,2, . . . , are
measured in natural units oft j . Figure 8~a! shows the first
1650 data points of this long sequence. Then we choo
time unit, for example, such that 1 time unit5300 natural
units. In the temperature data the time unit is one mon
Therefore, Fig. 8~a! shows the first 5.5 time units of th
sequence. In Fig. 8~b! we show the frequency of impulses fo
each time unit. The frequency time series$ f t% contains 1700
data points. In conclusion, Fig. 8~a! illustrates the model for
solar flares and Fig. 8~b! the model for mean monthly tem

FIG. 8. Computer-generated intermittent sequence of impu
with a Lévy waiting time distribution witha51.5. The sequence
j i is always zero except at the occurrence of the event, whej i

51. The time t indicates the temporal units, while the indexi
indicates the position in the time series.~a! shows the first 30035.5
51650 data points which correspond to the first 5.5 time units.~b!
shows the frequency of impulses for each unit of time. This l
sequence counts 1700 data points for 1700 time units obtained
a 170033005510 000 long data set$j i% of the type of~8a!.
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perature anomalies, which should evidently be closely
lated to the frequency sequence of solar flares. However,
number of data points on temperature anomalies is much
than the number of data points for solar flares. Instead,
number of data points for the artificial temperature anoma
produced in this example is comparable to that for real d
discussed in the next subsection.

We now apply the DEA and SDA to both the artificia
solar flares and artificial temperature anomaly time serie
Fig. 9. The results of this analysis are fitted with straig
lines of the type of Eqs.~9! and~10!, yielding the two theo-
retical scaling coefficientsd50.67 andH50.75 for a51.5
obtained by using Eq.~3!. The large graph refers to th
analysis of the original 510 000 data point sequence$j i%.
The inset depicts the analysis of the 1700 data point
quency sequence$ f t%, shown in Fig. 8~b!. The two graphs in
Fig. 9 show a very good agreement with theory. In particu
we stress that the SDA and DEA plots, shown in the sm
inset, are obtained with the shorter data set having a len
compatible with the mean monthly temperature data s
Therefore, in the diffusion time interval 1,t,50, the statis-
tics generated byN51700 data points is rich enough to ob
tain a satisfactory PDF and, consequently, reliable sca
properties. The small inset of Fig. 9 shows the typical bif
cation associated with the two scaling laws that characte
Lévy-walk statistics.

The results of Fig. 9 confirm an important property
scaling, that being that the long sequence of 510 000 va
corresponding to the solar flare activity and the short
quence of 1700 values expressing the intensity of temp
ture fluctuations yield the same anomalous statistics, of L´vy
type, with the same accuracy. This result is a consequenc
the fact that in the latter case the temperature intensit
proportional to the number of solar events occurring in
given unit of time, and consequently the random walk
moves in the time unit by a space quantity proportional
that of the random walker of the former sequence. The t

es

t
m

FIG. 9. DEA and SDA of the Le´vy-walk sequence shown in Fig
8. The large picture refers to the analysis of the original 510 0
data point sequence$j i%. The small picture refers to the analysis
the 1700 data point frequency sequence shown in Fig. 8~b!. The two
straight lines show the two theoretical scaling coefficientsd50.67
andH50.75 fora51.5. @Note that for the SDA we plot the natura
logarithm ofD(t).]
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SCAFETTAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 026303 ~2004!
diffusion trajectories are equivalent, and consequently
diffusion algorithm@21# yields the same statistics with th
same accuracy. Therefore, Le´vy diffusion can be realized on
the basis of only 1700 data points, a fact that at first si
might seem questionable. In the same way, the fact that
monthly mean temperature fluctuation is associated to
occurrence of a large number of solar flares makes this
parently meager sequence equivalent to the sequence of
flares, and consequently statistically rich enough to de
Lévy statistics.

C. Scaling analysis of temperature anomalies and their affinity
with the solar flare intermittency

Now we are ready to apply the DEA and SDA to th
temperature data sets and, with the help of the Le´vy-walk
model, we can relate the results that we obtain to the tur
lent properties of the solar flares, discovered in earlier@15–
18#. Figures 10 and 11 show the numerical results obtai
by using the DEA and the SDA for all five temperatu
anomaly data sets. On the ordinate axis we plot ln@D(t)/D(1)#
and S(t)2S(1); thus, all curves start from 0. The straig
lines are functions of the typef (t)5d ln(t) for the DEA and

FIG. 10. DEA and SDA of the global temperature anomali
The error for the two scaling exponents is60.02.

FIG. 11. DEA and SDA of the North-South hemisphere a
land-ocean region temperature anomalies. The error for the
scaling exponents is60.02.
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g(t)5H ln(t) for the SDA and become straight lines as
consequence of the linear-log representation we are adop
For values oft larger than 50, saturation effects due to t
limitations in the number of data points appear. The scal
appears after the first month and persists for several mon
The values of the scaling exponentsH andd are obtained by
fitting the first ten points. We measure for the global te
perature,H50.9560.02 andd50.9060.02; for the North,
H50.8960.02 andd50.8560.02; for the South,H50.96
60.02 andd50.9160.02; for the land,H50.8860.02 and
d50.8460.02; for the ocean,H50.9860.02 andd50.93
60.02.

The high values of the exponents imply a strong pers
tence of the temperature fluctuations. This means that
temperature changes gradually month by month. We obs
that both scaling exponentsd andH are slightly larger for the
Southern hemisphere than for the Northern hemisphere
for the ocean than for the land, indicating a stronger per
tence. These effects may again be explained as being du
the higher heat capacity of water than that of land, leading
an increase in temperature persistence. Finally, we note
the standard deviation scaling exponentsH are larger than
the diffusion entropy scaling exponentsd for all five tem-
perature data sets. This means that the tails of the PDF o
two diffusion processes are slower than those of correspo
ing Gaussian distributions. The scaling exponentsd and H
satisfy the Le´vy-walk diffusion relation~3! within the accu-
racy of our statistical analysis.

These results suggest that Le´vy-walk properties emerge
from the global and local temperature anomalies, which
turn are related to the intermittency of the solar activity.
fact, the waiting time distribution of solar flares can be fitt
with an inverse power-law distribution of the type of Eq.~11!
with m52.1460.05 @15#. The value ofm52.1460.05 would
imply Lévy-walk statistics withd50.8860.02 andH50.93
60.02 @Eq. ~3!# for an uncorrelated or shuffled data set@15#
that would lose any temporal correlation among the so
flares and conserve only their Le´vy component. We observe
that the above values give a differenceH2d50.0560.02
that is compatible with the difference betweenH andd that
we measure for all the temperature data sets. In particu
we haveH2d50.0560.02 for the global temperature an
for both South and ocean regions and we haveH2d50.04
60.02 for North and land regions.

To understand the actual values ofH andd that we mea-
sure for the five temperature data sets, first we have to no
that the waiting time sequence of solar flare is also sligh
correlated@15#. For the solar flare data, using the DEA w
measured50.9460.02, as Fig. 12 shows. We observe th
this value ofd is compatible withd50.9360.02 measured
for the ocean temperature. The ocean, in fact, is the regio
the earth that should better follow the solar activity, at sh
as well as long temporal resolution, for the reasons of ext
sion, homogeneity, and heat capacity discussed earlier. T
important properties reduce the occurrence of uncorrela
events in the ocean temperature that would decrease the
ues of the scaling exponents, as we have already expla
above. Also, we observe that the occurrence of uncorrela

.

o
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SOLAR TURBULENCE IN EARTH’S GLOBAL AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 026303 ~2004!
events would slightly reduce the Le´vy-like memory and in-
crease the Gaussianity of the data. This might explain w
the difference betweenH and d slightly decreases~0.04
against 0.05! for the North and land regions. Finally, w
observe that the scaling properties for the waiting time
solar flares persist for 200 consecutive flares, and the wa
time for clusters of 200 solar flares may last for seve
months. The largest waiting time between two consecu
solar flares during the period 1991–2000 lasted for alm
three months, and on average there are nearly 60 solar fl
per month@15#. Therefore, the temporal resolution of the
clusters is compatible with the temporal range of the sca
of the temperature data sets that persist for at least
months, as Figs. 9 and 10 show.

All the above evidence suggests that a Le´vy-like intermit-
tency of solar activity induces an anomalous persistenc
the alternating periods of high and low temperature on ea
In fact, periods with higher frequency of solar flares cor
spond to periods with higher solar activity during which t
sun is slightly hotter. So the fluctuations of the solar fla
frequency should stochastically mimic equivalent fluctu
tions in the earth temperature, in particular the ocean t
perature, according to the simulation made using the sim
theoretical model illustrated in the earlier subsection.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we study the influence of the solar activ
on the earth’s temperature. In particular, we focus on how
detect the Le´vy nature of the solar intermittency in the tem
perature monthly mean fluctuations of the Northern a
Southern hemispheres as well as in the land and ocea
gions.

First, by using the MODWT to decompose the tempe
ture data sets into smooth and detail curves at different t
poral scales, we study thescale by scalecross correlations
between the temperature data sets. This analysis is ab
detect global cross correlations only for time scales lar
than a few years, but with no significant correlation
(20.15,r ,0.15) at time scales of a few months or less.
explained in Sec. IV, this lack of cross correlation betwe
short-time-scale details of the temperature data sets cou

FIG. 12. DEA of the unshuffled waiting time sequence of so
flares during the period 1991–2000. The value of the scaling ex
nent isd50.9460.02.
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mistakenly interpreted as indicating that the fluctuations
solar activity have no observable influence on the short-t
fluctuations in the earth’s temperature. To overcome t
limitation, in Sec. IV we have addressed the issue of es
lishing whether the temperature fluctuations are charac
ized by some type of memory that could be associated w
the solar intermittency, under a specific form of scaling pro
erties that could survive for at least a few years.

In any case, the MODWT gives an alternative analysis
the temperature data that allows a deep study of the corr
tion among the main four regions of the earth and confir
known influences of solar activity on the earth’s temperatu
For example, we recover the 11-year sunspot cycles on
earth’s temperature, as well as equivalent long periods
earth cooling or warming that lasted for several decades.
notice that the trend of the TSI during the period 1860–20
is strongly correlated with theS5 andS6 smooth temperature
curves.

In particular, the analysis suggests that the increase of
earth’s temperature during the last 80 years is partially
lated to the increase in solar activity. While anthropoge
added greenhouse gases may also have partially contrib
to the increase of the earth temperature during the last
tury @9#, we observe that natural phenomena like eruption
volcanoes and several side effects of the solar variability
contribute to climate change@59#. For example, the increase
solar activity may favor an increase of the water vapor c
centration in the air, which is known as one of the strong
greenhouse gases, as well as the melting of snow and
which will lower the reflection of the earth and increase t
absorption of solar energy@4#. The increase of the concen
tration of atmospheric CO2 and other greenhouse gases m
also be partially due to the fact that the warming of t
oceans may reduce the uptake of these gases from the ai@4#.
However, it is still not easy to quantify the contribution
the climate change effect made by natural phenom
against that caused by human industrial activity@57#. The
analysis given here shows that during the last 20–30 ye
the temperature of the land has increased more than the
perature of the ocean, even though the higher effective h
capacity of the water may play an important role in expla
ing this effect. In any case, the influence of the solar activ
on the earth’s temperature is also consistent with the p
ence in the temperature data of long solar pseudocycles
as, for example, the strong 11-year sunspot and solar
cycle shown byD6 detail andS5 smooth curves.

To establish whether the temperature fluctuations
characterized by memory properties that mirror the solar
termittency within a temporal range of a few months, w
jointly use DEA and SDA@21#. In fact, the solar flare activity
@15# is assumed to reflect the turbulent nature of the dyna
ics of the sun, through the Le´vy-walk model. In fact, since
solar flares arise from solar activity, when they are collect
the solar flare frequency time series resembles other s
activity time series like the sunspot number time series,
thus it should provide a good proxy for TSI at least from
stochastic point of view. Also, we observe that such a l
between solar flare frequency and solar activity has alre
been used to estimate the long-time-scale fluctuation of

r
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SCAFETTAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 69, 026303 ~2004!
TSI before 1600@13#. In fact, by considering that flares usu
ally occur near sunspot groups and that the aurora bore
below the arctic circle are caused by solar flares, it was p
sible to estimate the number of sunspots and the TSI
calculating the frequency with which the aurora borealis w
seen in Europe@13#.

A more direct relation between solar flare frequency ti
series and TSI for the short-time-scale fluctuation is left t
further study. Herein this hypothesis is indirectly suppor
by the fact that we have revealed the presence of the L´vy
statistics of solar flares in the alternating periods of high a
low temperature on earth, in the form of a Le´vy walk. In fact,
we have shown that the scaling indicesd andH, given by the
DEA and SDA, respectively, fits the constraint of Le´vy-walk
diffusion relation Eq.~3! wherea is the Lévy exponent of
the solar flare waiting time series.

According to the Le´vy-walk diffusion relation~3!, Lévy-
walk statistics yields a scaling exponentH measured by the
SDA slightly larger than the scaling exponentd measured by
the DEA. The numerical results show that the difference
tween the scaling coefficientsH2d50.05 obtained for the
temperature data sets coincides with the theoretical one
tained by using in Eq.~3! the inverse power-law exponen
m52.14 of the waiting time distribution of solar flares me
sured in Ref.@15#. Moreover, there is very good agreeme
between the exponentd50.9360.02 measured for the ocea
and the exponentd50.9460.02 measured for the waitin
time sequence of solar flares. As explained earlier, the
nificant affinity between the ocean temperature and the s
cs

,

d

e

s

,
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flare statistics is not unexpected due to the fact that
ocean, being very large, homogeneous, and with a high
capacity, affords ways to respond directly to the solar ac
ity. The land region, instead, is subject to more random fl
tuations because of its inhomogeneous morphology. The
ference between North and South seems to be mainly du
the different percentage of land and ocean that each he
sphere contains.

In conclusion, the results of this paper are remarka
from two points of view. The first is that the analysis co
firms the efficiency of a method of analysis of time ser
based on the joint use of the DEA and SDA, which is t
only efficient way known to us to detect Le´vy statistics in the
form of a Lévy walk. The second is that this analysis prov
that the earth’s temperature fluctuations inherit the sca
properties of the solar flare intermittency. This fact suppo
the hypothesis that the TSI stochastically resembles the s
flare frequency time series and that solar intermittency in
ences the global earth temperature also at relatively s
time scales. This correspondence cannot be determined u
more traditional correlation methods and it suggests that
sun is a light Le´vy pulsar.
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